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By Abraham Merritt

Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, United States, 2015. Paperback. Condition: New.
Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. Abraham Merritt (1884-1943),
who published under the byline A. Merritt, was an American editor and author of works of fantastic
fiction. Originally trained in law, he turned to journalism, first as a correspondent, and later as
editor. He was assistant editor of The American Weekly from 1912 to 1937 under Morrill Goddard,
then its editor until his death. He was a major influence on H. P. Lovecraft, and highly esteemed by
his friend and frequent collaborator Hannes Bok. Merritt s stories typically revolve around
conventional pulp magazine themes: lost civilizations, hideous monsters, etc. His heroes are
gallant Irishmen or Scandinavians, his villains treacherous Germans or Russians and his heroines
often virginal, mysterious and scantily clad. What sets Merritt apart from the typical pulp author,
however, is his lush, florid prose style and his exhaustive, at times exhausting, penchant for
adjective-laden detail. His fondness for micro-description nicely complements the pointillistic style
of Bok s illustrations. He wrote Through the Dragon Glass, and The People of the Pit (1917), The
Moon Pool (1918), The Metal Monster (1920), and Three Lines of...
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ReviewsReviews

This created pdf is fantastic. Indeed, it can be perform, nonetheless an interesting and amazing literature. Its been developed in an remarkably
straightforward way and is particularly simply following i finished reading this publication by which in fact altered me, alter the way i really believe.
-- Amanda Hand Jr.-- Amanda Hand Jr.

A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. Of course, it is actually perform, still an interesting and amazing literature. I am delighted to explain how
this is basically the best book i actually have read through during my individual life and may be he best book for at any time.
-- Jarod Bartoletti-- Jarod Bartoletti
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